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SCHWAB ACTIVE TRADER

profit instead of waiting for the next big

move, which may never come.
"There's an old \7ail Street saying

that goes, 'Let your profits run and cut

your losses shortr"' Tower says. "But

behavioral economics studies have

found that what people tend to do is to

take small gains and let losses run. It's

human nature. People don't want to

admit that they made a mistake buying

something they shouldn't have, so they

hang on to a losing stock and hope it

will come back."

The recent bull market "reri 'arded

people for making mrstakes," Torver

explains. "You could wait for a stock

to bounce back because it often did.

But that  is  abnormal.  I t 's  knowing

when to sel1 that really takes the most

work. But it's also true that if you are

looking to buy, you want to avoid

buying into the 3-day swing in favor

of the 20-day rally. If you know what

kind of  investor you are,  and you

understand technical  analysis,  you

can use it to help identify those kinds

of trends."

Basic Pr inciples
Traders should begin by looking at

trend lines to determine the direction

of prices over a given period of t ime.

Tiends can be major, which generaily are

considered to be in effect for over a year;

intermediate, which last any'where from

three weeks to months; or near-term,

which is usually defined as anything less

than two or three weeks. Trend lines are

drawn bv joining the significant highs

and lou's on a price chart.
Bur no pr ice rrend goe: up or don n

indetinitehi so in addition to looking at
price trends traders should understand

support and resistance levels. Support is

defined as an area on the bottom of a
price chart that indicates where buying

interest appears to be sufficiently strong

to overcome selling pressure. Resistance

is the opposite of support. The longer

trading occurs at an area of support or

resistance, the more significant that area

becomes.
Novices should spend time studying

the pattern of prices within a trading

range. As an example, assume for a

moment that a stock has been trading

within a narrow band of support and

resistance but prices suddenly break out

of the range for several sessions. Such a

move could indicate the market has

shifted its opinion of the stock. \Thenever

a support or resistance level is broken by

a significant amount, the previous levels

can reverse roles and indicate either a

buying or sell ing opportunity. Trend

lines. along rn'ith concepts like support

and resistance levels, are lagging indica-

tors. meaning thev reflect only trading

that has already occurred.

Moving Averages

With these elementary technical

analysis principles in mind, Tower rec-

ommends that traders next become

familiar with the moving average, which

is one of the more versatile and widely

used of all technical indicators. It can be

either simple or exponential. Simple

moving averages (SMAs) are the most

common of the two. SMAs show the

average value of a securit ies price over a

predetermined time period. SMAs give

(
i

I

I

I

Shown above is a 100-day price and volume chart of Cisco with

two trend lines overlaid onto the price graph. The downward-

sloping trend line suggests a long-term down trend, while the flat

line displays an area of previous support.

AT8 WINTER 2OOT ON INVESTINC

Here is a similar Cisco chart, but with three simple moving average

lines-8-, 21-, and 63-day. Note how the 8-day SMA crossed below

the 21-day SMA in early August just prior to a significant decline in

the stock price.
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100 at the top. The main line is called

%K and the second line, called 7oD, is

simply the moving average of %I(. A

stochastic value of 50 represents the

midpoint of a given range of prices.

Readings above 7 5"h may indicate that

a security is overbought while readings

under 25o/" can indicate an oversold

situation. Stochastics can also be used to

look for divergences. Tower notes that

stochastics "can be very good at high-

lighting reversals or tops, but they don't

tel1 you how far beyond those points

prices might go."

Relative Strength Index (RSI) is also a

price-following oscil lator that ranges

between 0 and 100. l r '  name i :  some-

rhing of  a misnomer because i t  is  not

comparing the relative strength of two

securit ies, but rather the internal

strength of a single security. RSI can be

used to look for a divergence in which

the security is making a new high, but

the RSI is fa i l ing to surpass i ts previous

high. This divergence is usually consid-

ered an indication of an impending

reversal. RSI can also be used to show

support and resistance levels.

On-Balance Volume (OBV) is a study

relating voiume to price change. OBV is

expressed as a running total of the vol-

ume, both moving in and out of a stock.

If a stock closes up, all volume is assumed

to be up. If it closes down, all volume is

assumed to be down. The basic premise

is that OBV precedes price changes and

can indicate whether institutional money

is flowing into or out of a stock.

Bol l inger Bands were created by

independent technical  analyst  John
Bollinger. This study allows for a com-

parison of volatility and relative price

1eve1s over a period of time. It consists of

three l ines-an upper band, a lower

band, and a moving average band-that

are designed to encompass the majority

of a security's price. The basic interpre-

ATIO WINTER 2OO1 ON INVESTINC

Trading Analytics Teams Can Help

Schwab maintains specialized Trading Analytics teams, composed of brokers who

are proficient in using technical analysis. They can help you:

r define key elements of a trading strategy, such as time horizon, risk tolerance, and

exit strategy

t incorporate risk-management tools into a trading strategy

a review and evaluate stock charts from StreetSmart Pro, Velocity, or schwab.com

r get in-depth chart analysis using a selection of technical analysis indicators

Trading Analytics brokers are available to assist both clients who are beginning to

explore technical analysis, as well as advanced clients who seek more specific help. To

contact Trading Analytics, call 888-673-5588, Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m.

to 5:30 p.m. ET.

tation is that prices tend to stay within
*t-- , ,^^--  ^- , r  l^ , , . - -  krndr.  Becruser r lL UPPLr aI lu 1u vY Lr u<

price volatility is considered as part of

this study a distinctive characteristic of

Bol l inger Bands is that  the spacing

betr,veen the bands can vary. The bands

tend to widen during highly volati le
periods with extreme price changes.

Prices breaking through a band may

indicate a move that is strong enough

to signal a new trend. To learn more

about Bollinger Bands, you can contact

the Trading Analytics team. The cre-

ator of this widely accepted study also

maintains an educational'\)Tebsite at

www. bollingerbands.com.
By taking the time to become famil-

iar with technical analysis, active traders

can use any of the above studies to pro-

vide a more solid framework for their

trading strategies. StreetSmart Pro users

with technical analysis experience can

easi ly iump into using rhe more

advanced studies by right-clicking on a

chart you wish to examine. Select
"Tools" and then "Studies." Select the

study you are interested in from the dia-

log box and then click on the right

arrows. Select the time period you wish

to study and click "OK." StreetSmart
Pro offers daily charts for a period of up

to 500 days and intraday charts for

every minute, five minutes, or whatever

interval you choose. Traders who are

less proficient with technical analysis

may first want to become comfortable

with basic concepts like trend 1ines, sup-

port, resistance, and moving averages.

Regardless of your experience, al l

traders should keep in mind the basic

principles of successful trading. Tower

uses an analogy to illustrate the point.

"Each trade is a t ime at bat, but too

many traders try to swing for the fences

each t ime they are up," Tower notes.

"Babe Ruth hit a lot of home runs, but

he also struck out a lot. Successful trad-

ing over time comes from hitting a lot of

singles. And use the charts. Take a loss

lvhen the indicator tells you to." {

Schwab makes no recommendations or endorsements with

respect to any of the strategies, chart patterns, or indicators ref-

erenced; nor does Schwab recommend the use of technical

analysis as a sole means of investment research,

At Schwab, we recommend that lnve$ors define their goah,

risk tolerance, time honzon, and investment objedives in addi-

:ilr:;"**,rn 

posible inve$ment choices throush multiple

Use of technical analysls may result in increased trequency

of trading and, therefore, significantly higher transaction costs

than a fundamental approach,

Charles khwab & Co,, Inc, ("Schwab") and U.S. Trust (and

its subsldiarles, induding UST Securitie$ are affiliated entities and

are both subsidiaries of The Charles Schwab Corporation,
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